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• The Worshipful Company of Saddlers is one of the very oldest
of the City of London Livery companies. The earliest surviving
records of a Guild of Saddlers in London date from circa 1160
AD, although the Guild could well pre-date that.

• Today, the Saddlers' Company still has a close interest in, and
involvement with, its original trade. This is exemplified in its
support of the Society of Master Saddlers, its leadership of
the development of saddlery training standards, its support
of saddlery trainees and apprentices through bursaries,
awards and prizes, and its promotion of British saddlery.

The Worshipful Company of Saddlers

http://www.mastersaddlers.co.uk/


Structure of the horse

Some aspects of 
Locomotor

System functioning



• Equus caballus.  Progenitor of today’s breeds

• Cursorial grazer of stemmy, fibrous vegetation

• Intensive mastication of trickle ingesta

• Compound fermentative digestive system 

• Heavy “gut” suspended on strong vertebral system

• Solipedal limbs

• Quick reflexes

10 million years ago



The well fitting saddle should

Distribute weight evenly via panels to 
horse’s thorax
Complete clearance spinous processes 
by gullet
Remain fairly still during ridden exercise 
at all paces
Fit the rider to enable to stay in balance





Correct position of saddle 



The Tree

The tree supports and distributes the weight of the rider from the stirrups 

along the horse’s back.  It needs to fit the horse, but also be built with 

strength to withstand the pressures of riding and dynamics of jumping 

etc.



A tree that is too wide can be tight at the top of the whither, a tree too 

narrow can be tight at the bottom under the points.  The wrong width 

will create an area of tightness.



Tree positioned up to T18/last rib[K Hastilow 2015]



Position of saddle in relation to T18 [K Hastilow 2015]



Treeless saddles [H Clayton 2012]

• High pressure area located under middle of seat

• Rising trot pressure towards rear of seat

• Racing saddle pressure towards front of saddle

• Conclusion

• Saddle tree beneficial in distributing rider’s weight over 
a larger area 

• more even distribution pressure  





Scapular range

Shows the different positions assumed by the blade bone during the 
flexion and extensions of the limb







2 biggest problems

1 changing contour re condition

2 asymmetry due to lameness



Conformation “Nature”

• Based  on underlying, genetically determined skeletal 
framework (eg Skeletal “top line”)

• Unalterable after maturity

• Reflected in eventual soundness, ability, durability (!)



Condition  “Nurture”

• Described as a ‘score’ by visualised 3 way contours

• It reflects management and in consequence

• It is variable.  “Energy in, energy out” – nutrition / work



Fundamentally it is a combination of:

• Muscle development

• Fat deposition, mainly neck, “shoulders”, withers, back, 
quarters and trunk

• Much less on upper limbs

• Insignificantly on limbs from elbow, stifle down



Conformation

must not be confused or interchanged with

Condition



Changes in structure
Fat to fit horse

May affect
Saddle fit  & consequently
Balance of horse and rider



AIM
Forward
Balanced

Level





Rider/horse and pony EMPATHY

• Charlotte Dujardine CBE

• Balance and harmony with Valegro







The COIL  (or CHAIN)

• Bilateral, with extensions to 
• Neck    Head

• Limbs

• An overall cycle of locomotion whatever the gait

• Acts through synchronised involvement under neurological 
control

• One damaged “link”  imbalance





THE BACK MUSCULATURE

EPAXIAL MM : EXTENSORS

LIFT HEAD & NECK,HOLLOW BACK

STABILISE AXIAL SPINE/AGAINST ABDOMINAL 
CONTENTS

RICH IN PROPRIOCEPTORS

HYPAXIAL MM : FLEX SPINE

IE CONTRACT SPINE

4 PAIRS ABDOMINAL MUSCLES

RUN FROM VENTRAL SURFACE LOINS 

TO FRONT OF PELVIS & TOP OF FEMUR



If any of the components of 
the ring are damaged or 

weakened
the horse is:

Unable to “round” properly

Action impaired

Move on forehand

Hollow back



PROPRIOCEPTION

A LIVING BODY MUST HAVE KNOWLEDGE WHERE IT 
IS IN SPACE

INFORMATION VIA CNS INFORMS

i.e. GROUND FORCES VIA HOOVES

BALANCE VIA VESTIBULAR SYSTEM

CORRECTION BY MOTOR NERVOUS SYSTEM



The Effects of Saddling

UNACCUSTOM SENSATIONS

UNDUE PRESSURE

ATTEMPTED

ESCAPE REACTION       &      DISOBEDIENCE

PROLONGED PRESSURE 

INBALANCE & LOSS OF PERFORMANCE



The Young Horse

• With especial care

• His or her back is Virgin Territory and very precious !

• Avoid damage < physical or memorised that can cause 
• problems later in life.

• Some young horses develop at substantial rate 

• Saddle fitted well only a short time previously

• Regular re adjustment 



Mounting Blocks



How Changes in the Horse 
& Rider
Affects:

Your

Previously

Well fitted saddle



THE HORSE MAY HAVE CHANGED,
MAKING HIM WRONG FOR A

PREVIOUSLY WELL FITTED SADDLE

CHANGE IN CONDITION

COINCIDENTAL BACK DISORDERS

DEVELOPMENT OF UNBALANCED ACTION

UNBALANCED RIDING

SKIN DISORDERS



POTENTIALLY CAUSING

MUSCLE SPASM

MUSCLE ASYMMETRY

FURTHER ILL FIT

WORSENING ACTION



A Horse Which Has Become Wrong

• Change in condition
• bilaterally but also unilaterally
• Change in muscle use
• asymmetrically

• Altered action associated with
• mouth pain
• hoof imbalance (pain) other
• distal lesion pain
• rider balance faults
• use of “wrong” saddle





FOAL ASYMMETRICAL FEET

PROBLEMS ELSEWHERE OVER TIME

POOR SADDLE FIT                         

Our Biggest challenge !



Conformation influences

Structure

Function

uneveness
LAMENESS

SADDLE SLIP



Saddle Slip{SS} Literature Review
Dyson 2015

15% horses SS associated with HL lameness

Only 2% riders associated HL lameness with SS

Rider back pain 39% assoc with SS,usually decreased 
stride length especially at canter & 

Reduces rider’s ability to follow movementof horse

Ill fitting saddles assoc with increased T-L asym.

VICIOUS CIRCLE !!

Well fitting saddles assoc with frequent saddle fit

Skilled riders assoc with decreased T-L asym.





Signs of ill fitting saddle :
The Horse

• Equine thoraco lumbar pain

• Focal swellings under saddle

• Abnormal hair wear,dry spots +/- sweating immediately 
after exercise

• Lameness often unrecognised
saddle slip itself may be a sign of hindlimb lameness

• Abolition of lameness by diagnostic analgesia [nerve block] 
will often result in the abolition of saddle slip



Loss of hair on a horses back can be due to a saddle that bridges

because it’s too narrow, or indeed it could be due to the saddle being

too wide and tipping forward allowing the saddle to ‘wiggle’ on the

shoulders and drag the numnah from side to side, effectively ripping

out the hairs.



Judging marks on a horse’s back may be saddle related or not, but we 

need to assess if they are current or historic and what the treatment 

scenario is for them before we organise a saddle.



Signs of ill fitting saddle :
The Rider

• Unable to ride in balance with horse

• Back, hip,sores under seat bone

• Perineal injuries

• Significant corrulation between crooked rider position and 
saddle slip ill fitting saddle together with rider back pain , 
may produce a stiff, stilted canter and reduced cranial phase 
of the stride all 4 limbs



The Rider

How long the saddle is ridden in can affect the horse but can also affect 

the rider.  A short ride on an uncomfortable saddle may provide the rider 

with a position of stability not afforded by another saddle.  But if the rider 

had to use that saddle for a two hour hack it could become a real 

nightmare.



The rider may feel they are not too big for their pony, but if they are too big 

for the best fit of saddle they need to accept this and change their horse.



Although a smaller rider can be accommodated on a big horse, it may be 

that the smaller saddle adversely affects the horse, whilst the bigger 

saddle adversely affects the safety of the rider.



Rider size, weight and 

ability can affect the 

position, movement 

and stability of the 

saddle.  It is imperative 

that the normal rider 

be present for the 

fitting rather than a 

stand in that bears no 

resemblance in any of 

size, shape or ability.



Interaction between horse and rider unique
no other athletic sport combines the physical ability and mental 
state of 2 individuals including one separate non verbal species

Unbalanced riders

Rein tension /hands



Measurements of Equine Stress

Blood/salivary cortisol [increases with stress]
Pressure pad testing for optimal use of aids ,

ie optimal  pressure on reins is 200g {Harry Ivens > best hands 
ever!}

cf 5kg pressure on reins in Rollkur
salivary cortisol shown to be very high

[G Pearson 2012]



Suitably Mounted

Ongoing rider weight debate :-
H&H 29 12 16 letter to editor > knowledge from army. Routine 
weight for 20th century cavalryman in full marching order was up 

to 19st. 
In 1918, 1500 horses covered 540 miles in 37 days & defeated 3 

Turkish armies without a shot being fired due to rapid rate of 
advance

Analysis of breeds which performed the best were Tb followed by 
hackney



Oct 15, 2015. World Horse Welfare and British 
Equestrian Federation Initiate Industry Forum to 

Discuss Appropriate Horse and Rider Weight 
Proportions

The majority of judges and stewards take a balanced an 
proportionate view on this issue during competitions,

The group is keen to develop a consistent evidence-based template 
from which individual bodies’ regulations could take direction.

The Saddlers Company [City Livery Company] Steering Group 



New Saddle Fitting Steering Group
Worshipful Company of Saddlers 23 09 16

• Developed by leading organisations in the equestrian industry to look 
at education, training and qualifications for saddle fitters

• British Equestrian Trade Association,

• British Horse Society, Society of Master Saddlers,

• Master Saddle Fittings Consultants Society 

• Saddle Research Trust. 

• Walsall saddle manufacturing James Hitchen and Frank Baines

• Independent veterinary consultant Dr Jane Nixon  



Five working groups – each under the chairmanship of a 
selected member body – were formed to tackle specific 

issues:

• Research, Evidence and Communication – Saddle Research Trust.
User and Customer Education – British Horse Society.
Competency Framework, Skills and Standards – British Equestrian Trade 
Association.
Current Training Gap Analysis – Society of Master Saddlers.
Assurance, Validation and Registration – Worshipful Company of Saddlers.
The next meeting of the Saddle Fitting Steering Group will take place in 
March 2017.



Pliance Pressure mapping : industry standard

• For a saddle :

• sensor mat with more than 200 sensors is placed on the horse’s back 
and sends readings to a computer using Bluetooth

• The results are displayed as moving graphs and a colour image on the 
screen where coloured areas indicate potentially harmful pressure 
points

• gather data through all paces including jumping. It is operated by Mark 
Fisher on behalf of the Society of Master Saddlers and the British 
Equestrian Federation who jointly own the system.



Gait Analysis

• Small spherical markers are placed on the horse's skin at the centre
of key joints.

• horse is then photographed in movement at a rate of 300 frames a
second - approximately 25 times faster than the human eye.

• images are processed by a computer program that provides detailed
information on the horse’s joint and limb angles.

• measure the difference in his extension, flexion and freedom of
movement.



Combination Pressure Testing & Gait Analysis

• provides; a precise and undisputable measure of improvement in 
performance.

• ideal to gauge exactly what effect pressure reduction has on the 
horse’s way of going – instead of just relying on the rider’s personal 
feedback.



Work , back shape + reducing pressure T10-13

• Saddle fit + work quality 

• Influence alterations back shape with exercise at T13

• By using a saddle designed to

• Reducing peak pressures around T10-13 

• IMPROVES LIMB KINETICS

• GREATER THORACO LUMBAR EXPANSION AFTER  EXCERCISE , which 
remained increased with continual use of redesigned saddle for 3 month 
trial IMPROOVED T-L & L-S FLEXION

• GREATER ELEVATION WITHERS RELATIVE TO T SACRALE [Murray, 
Guire,Fisher,Fairfax 2016]



A TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH  T16



Bridle modification

• There are repeatable locations of peak pressure under the 
headpiece and noseband.

• Peak pressures were reduced by altering headpiece and noseband 
design.

• Modifying bridle design was associated with greater forelimb 
extension , knee and hock flexion

• Findings indicate importance of bridle design and fit in 
performance and welfare.



Grackle noseband

Grackle tested best with lease pressure in comparison to drop , caverson
or flash.



Girths

• Girth pressure measurements reveal high peak pressures, at the 
usual level of a girth gall [!] not ventral sternum

• that can be avoided using an alternative girth design that also 
results in increased limb protraction and flexion in the swing 
phase

• This girth deign reduced peak pressures under the girth, and 
improved limb protraction and carpal/ tarsal flexion, which may 
reflect improved posture and comfort.



Numnahs

• Research work is currently being undertaken to determine

• Most satisfactory material , shape and depth

• Watch this space !!



Thank you 
Any questions please?
07713 342416
jane@nixonequinvetconsultancy.com


